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The Honey Edition
The honey flow is on and we're here
to help. This edition is chock full of
tips and tricks to help with your
honey harvest. Sweeeeeeet!
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Honey Harvesting Tips and Tricks

By Andrew Hamilton

William: The biggest mistake new beekeepers make is not pu ng on enough supers
and not extrac ng o en enough. I have hear numerous stories of people only pu ng
one super on their hive all year and only extrac ng once all year. If you have purchased
a honey bee colony, it will make honey! If it does not make honey, there is something
wrong with the beekeeper. If the bees are sick or queenless, they will not produce
honey and the beekeeper should remedy either issue. If you under-super your bees,
they will run out of space and swarm, which creates bad publicity and can be a
method of spreading disease. If you put only supers of founda on on your colony, they
may also swarm because the bees have no interest in going into those supers, so get
some drawn comb and alternate frames. Most commercial beekeepers pull honey oﬀ a
hive every two weeks for a total of three pulls. I pulled honey ﬁve mes one year. It
was a 400 pound crop year and it stressed the bees out. Typically, an over wintered
hive should produce 200 pounds in a season. If it does not then something is wrong
and the beekeeper should remedy it.
Annamaria: There are several methods for warming up a ﬁve gallon pail of honey. The
trick is not to heat it too much or for too long, which would change the ﬂavor and
color. There are many hea ng blankets or professionally made ovens that can be used
for mel ng honey. A hobbyist can make their own oven with some ridged insula on
and a space heater. Your biggest challenge will be to get the center of the pail melted.
S rring the pail every so o en will help melt the center. It is also import and to leave
the lid on when mel ng honey, otherwise the honey will dry out, making it harder to
pump and bo le.

Rosalie: A basic rule for when to pull honey is that 80 percent of your frames should
be capped. A commercial beekeeper typically will super a hive up tall, then when
pulling honey, only take the supers actually containing honey. If the hive is in your back
yard, it is easy to check to ensure the bees have enough space. Once you have pulled
your honey, it typically is put in the heat room in order to warm the honey up and
make it easier to extract. While the honey is in the heat room, you can dry it out by
increasing the temperature and exchanging fresh air from outside. If the honey is too
dry, increase the temperature and spray water around the room which will cause the
humidity to increase in the room.
Aksel: Try not to disturb your colony unnecessarily in July and August. If the colony is
not producing honey, then an inspec on of the brood nest is necessary. If they are
producing honey, then you only need to li the lid to determine if they need extra
supers or are ready to be pulled. The bees will ﬁll the lower boxes ﬁrst and move up. If
you ﬁnd the top box is capped or they are building burcomb on top of the frames, its
me to either add supers or pull honey. If the bees run out of space in the honey
supers, they start ﬁlling the brood nest. When the brood nest starts ge ng ﬁlled the
bees, o en swarm crea ng a poor public image. There is another side eﬀect to the
bees running out of space. They will stall and stop producing as much honey. Poor or
lazy beekeeping, which leads to swarming, is also bad because the brood nest
becomes ﬁlled with honey, which may be diﬃcult for the bees to winter on.

More Honey Harvesting Tips and Tricks

By Karen Pedersen
I think that the biggest mistake that newbies make regarding honey harvesting

is listening to non-local advice. A common newbie mistake in Saskatchewan, is
not giving them enough empty supers during the main honey flow. They can fill
one super in 24 hours with nectar and they need space to move it around and
convert it to honey. Putting a honey super on too soon will cool a hive down and
slow a hive down in the spring, but not putting one on soon enough will cause
them to swarm. In June, we under-super, putting a super on between the full
super and the brood chamber. Bees don’t seem to want to carry new honey up
through the full box to an empty box and just proceed to squeeze it into the
already full box. Listen to local mentors and pay attention to the weather and
your local flowers to know when to add supers and when to remove them, but
above all pay attention to your bees and how much honey they are collecting.
May and June are a good time to watch and learn from the bees. Learn to
recognize when they are robbing. If you shake a comb and the nectar rains out,
they have a flow. Learn to pay attention to what they are working. This year, the
dandelions, pincherries and carraganas all bloomed at the same time. I could
hardly find a bee on the dandelions, but they were all over the pincherries and
carraganas. Paying attention to what the bees are working will help you know
when to put honey supers on. For example, it’s good to know that it doesn’t
matter when Buffallo Beans bloom, but when carraganas bloom they need
empty supers on the hives now.
If this intimidates you because now you think you need to be a flower expert
too, you can rest assured that even after studying flowers and bees for almost
70 years my father was confused this June. We typically have the June dearth.
This year, they’ve been collecting yellow pollen and a very fragrant honey. We
finally figured out what they were working based on narrowing down what was
blooming for so long, was so widespread that all of our yards had access to it
and finally picking the flower to realize that the honey tasted exactly like the
flower smelled. Knowing the flowers and their yields helps, but you can still
super your hive without knowing where the honey is coming from.
The types of flowers that the nectar comes from affect the flavour, colour and
properties of the honey. Canola is the backbone of the honey crop in
Saskatchewan. It is everywhere and will impact the honey that you harvest.
Canola honey crystalizes QUICKLY! One crystal promotes more crystals to
form. A broken piece of wax capping promotes more crystals to form. In
everything that we do in Saskatchewan we have to keep this in mind. I don’t
really pay attention to how full the supers are and how much cappings are on
the combs as a guideline as to when to strip because later in the season we
sometimes over-super our hives and because canola honey crystallizes so
quickly. Because Saskatchewan is dry and they don’t necessarily have to cap

the honey immediately before it absorbs moisture back from the air, it can be
honey and not be capped yet. Learn to recognize the consistency of honey. If
you have to, stick a clean finger or a clean hive tool in it and test if it is honey.
Strip every 2 weeks to try and minimize honey crystallizing in the combs. We try
to minimize the wax and crystals in our sump and settling tanks too. So the
second biggest mistake that I think newbies make is waiting too long to take
their honey off so that it crystallizes in the comb. (If it does crystallize in the
comb, we sort those combs out so that those are the last supers they get in the
fall and the first supers they get in the spring. It doesn’t always work, but they
are more likely to reuse it or re-liquify it then. If they cap the crystallized honey
and build more cells on top, we always uncap it again because they will never
uncap it themselves. They think it is the bottom of the cell. (I don’t like carrying
around or having wasted space that they will never deal with, so I try to force
their hand.)

I’ve written a comparison between the
different stripping methods that we’ve used in
one of the frequently asked questions on our
website: Pedersen Apiaries web site.

We’ve gotten lazier or more protective of our bodies, the longer we’ve kept
bees, and so now we use a billet loader and bee escapes to strip honey.
My dad loves to design things and
told me that if he only had a hive or
two, he would still have a lift to take
the supers off. This is what he would
do.

For extracting, bring your honey into a spot that is warm and dry with a window
before you extract it. The window will help get the last of the bees out, if you
missed any while stripping. The bees will tend to fly to the window so that you
can collect them there and take them back outside. Bees don’t like to leave
brood or dark comb, so if either of those are in your honey supers, remove
them. Fans and a dehumidifier here could help if you took the honey off too wet
or making the air really humid could work too, if you took it off too dry. But in
either case, it would only work if the honey isn’t capped. Don’t leave your honey
sitting too long for the sake of crystallization, wax moth and having good habits
for when small hive beetle arrives in Saskatchewan.
When removing cappings, make sure that you uncap all of the cappings, so that
you don’t end up with crystallized honey and wasted space in your supers. For
the same reason, uncap the empty cells that they capped over. This can
happen particularly if you give them too many honey supers in the late summer.
When removing bridge comb, scratch the area so that they don’t know what
was there. Otherwise, they will just rebuild it to bridge comb again and again.
Proper spacing in the supers will minimize bridge comb. Settling out wax is the
easiest way that I’ve found to remove it, but don’t let the honey sit for more than
a day or you’ll end up with crystallization. If honey crystallizes in a vessel (pail,
tank, etc.) put it in warm water if you can, warm air if you can’t and work the
honey (stirring, flexing, etc.) until it oozes out of that vessel.

I spent a lot of time talking about supering, but if you can learn to super
correctly, I find it reduces the work in stripping and extracting. Good luck!

Bees absolutely love Wolf-Willow. To identify native plants that your bees are
enjoying, check out this amazing Saskatchewan Wildflowers web site.

Does your label meet provincial home food
processor labeling regulatory requirements?
This label does!
Read more about label requirements that are
part of provincial food safety regulations.

A Home-Made Drip Pallet

Drip pallets that fit standard honey supers are great to avoid honey drips on the floor.
(Idea by Colette and Richard Stushnoff. Built by Dan Yates.)

A Home-Made Honey Melting Box

By Celine Holloway
Because we live in an area with heavy canola production, crystallized honey
can sometimes be an issue. My husband built a warming box that has worked
beautifully to re-liquify crystallized honey or to warm honey gently so that it may
be more easily packaged. The box itself is made from plywood and lined with
insulating wrap. It is also fitted with four wheels to allow for ease of movement

when necessary. The false bottom slats sit atop two 40 watt bulbs. The
dimensions used work for two 50 pound pails, but can easily be adjusted to suit
one’s needs. The lid is attached with two hinges, allowing easy access.

Small Quantity, High Quality

Louise Yates' micro-scale CFIA registered honey house.
By Louise Yates
Saskatchewan hives are so productive that even having just a few hives creates hundreds of
pounds of honey – more than any family could possibly eat in a year. So, most small beekeepers
sell at least a bit of honey.
When I got my first hive, I found lots of amazing local information about honey bee management,
but very little about safe honey processing. I went online where I watched videos of people
handling honey in nasty situations - in dirty shops or kitchens with hair and beards poking into the
honey, and with dirty, snotty kids and furry pets running around. Ew. Dirty honey! That's not how I
roll. Plus, giving honey away to friends and family is one thing. But selling it to strangers creates
food safety liability. To me, it must be done right, or not at all. I set out to do it right and this is what
I learned.
Under The Food Safety Regulations of Saskatchewan, “a 'home food processor' means a person
who processes or otherwise prepares low risk food in his or her home or residence for sale in
accordance with Part III.1”. According to the Health Inspector I spoke with, a shop or out building
converted into an extraction area does not qualify as a home food processor location – it is not a

home or residence. And, food packaged as a “home food processor” cannot be consumed by
vulnerable populations – seniors residences, daycares, hospitals, etc. To me, if it's not good
enough for grandma, it's not good enough for me.
The obvious gold-standard for honey processing and packaging is Canadian Food Inspection
Agency (CFIA) registration. Their inspectors understand honey. And, if you see a CFIA
registration number on a honey jar, you know that the facility has been inspected and that a honey
sample has been tested to meet Canadian regulatory standard. But here's the thing – CFIA
registration isn't rocket science. It's about cleanliness, sanitation and record keeping. Everything
expected by CFIA in a registered facility should be done by anyone who is processing honey.
There is just more paperwork, but once you're set up, that paperwork actually makes things easier
going forward. (I don't know about you, but I forget what I did last week – having a check sheet to
remind me of things I need to do once a year is fantastic.)
Registration is not about being a large commercial producer. I only have a few hives and have
zero desire to become a full-time large commercial honey producer. The way I see it, for a $100
annual renewal fee, I get someone to verify that I'm doing everything right – that my honey is
extracted in a facility that meets the national standard - and my insurance agent likes it too.
Registration is based on the federal Honey Regulations and Honey Establishment Inspection
Manual, and covers the initial construction and equipment purchases/building retrofit, ongoing
maintenance, sanitation and pest control and record keeping.
So what is required by CFIA to register?
1. The facility must be constructed and maintained in a hygienic manner – no dirt, no bugs
Because honey is hygroscopic, it absorbs moisture, so drywall is a no-no. Everything about the
facility is metal, stainless steel, plastic or painted with food-safe paint. You would never see
exposed wood. The work-flow goes from the dirtiest to the cleanest. For example, the supers are
brought into the facility on entry side and move through to packaging on the end of the line.
Packaged honey would not be brought back into the original entry side of the building. Like a
commercial kitchen, there are separate commercial and hand-washing sinks. There is no
possibility of contamination between the processing area and the washroom (if applicable). The
facility is well lit and ventilated and designed to keep pests and bees out. All of the equipment
including hand carts and dollies are cleaned and well maintained. Everything is lifted off the floor
so that the floor underneath can be easily cleaned. Ants would love to live under honey pails or
boxes. Putting those honey pails and boxes up on a shelf avoids those problems.
2. Equipment such as the extractor, sump, tanks, uncapping devices, bulk pails, container
filling equipment is stainless steel and/or food grade, and is in good repair, cleaned,
sanitized and rinsed prior to use.
3. Sanitization and pest management plans and records

Because every facility is different, every facility's sanitation and pest management plans are
different. They cover meticulous details of how to set up at the start of the season, daily cleaning
when extracting and year-end wrap up. The great thing about detailed plans is that they are
verified – so you're not inadvertently doing something unsafe such as using an unapproved
cleaning product – and you can't forget a step. All cleaners and sanitizers are verified to be food
grade, and they along with any hive treatments and pest control products are stored away from
the extraction area. Everything inside and out is spotless. Everything is cleaned and sanitized and
sanitizer residues are rinsed off prior to contact with honey. Proper hand-washing technique signs
are posted. The person extracting has taken food safety training, is correctly and regularly
washing their hands, is wearing clean cloths and being hygienic. Waste is stored safely and
removed to avoid pests.
4. Honey Pails and Containers
It's not good enough to use old wine making pails or pick up some jars at a discount store or
generic wholesaler. Honey containers and lids must be new and sourced from suppliers who
provide written verification that their glass or plastic jars and lids are food safe. Honey containers
must meet the Honey Regulation weights up to and including 150 g, 250 g, 375 g, 500 g, 750 g, 1
kg, 1.5 kg, 2 kg, 3 kg or 5 kg or bulk of 7 kg, 15 kg, 30 kg. Packed honey must be weighed and its
moisture content tested. Containers must not be damaged and they must be cleaned, sanitized
and rinsed, and have tight fitting lids. Each honey batch must have a product code identification;
for example, my first extraction this year will be 2018-01. The label must be accurate and meet
labelling laws and a label sample is provided to the inspector for approval prior to use.
5. Record Keeping
While all of the above items should be practised by anyone extracting honey, the big difference for
registration is record keeping. CFIA wants you to think through and record everything. Because
you are going through the process, you are being diligent. Everything you do is verified by CFIA
so you're less likely to go down a wrong path. If there is ever a product issue, the source of the
issue can be identified. And finally, there is liability protection. If someone unfairly complains about
your product, you have records to verify your entire process. Required records include:
Water testing, initially for Arsenic, Cadmium, Lead and Mercury to ensure that the water
meets Health Canada’s guidelines for Canadian Drinking Water. then annually for bacterial
contamination (As an aside on this point, the provincial Health Inspector said that a lot of
people in Saskatchewan don't realize that they have heavy metals in their water because
they have never checked.)
Hive records including all sources of treatments, supplements and fume board repellents,
and records of when those products were used and withdrawal periods (the time between
taking a strip off and adding a super)

Sanitation plan and check-sheets
Pest control program including trap/bait maps and notes about how ants, flies, bees and
rodents are kept out of the facility
Equipment maintenance and calibration records
Glass breakage records
Honey container verification
Extraction and packaging record including honey moisture readings, weights and quantities
Sales records
Product complaints process and form
Product recall process and form
There are a few picky little things that make sense for large facilities, but are over-kill for tiny
facilities. For example, the garbage can must have a label that says “garbage” or inspection points
are docked, but most things make total sense. Once the facility is registered, certificates are
issued for a one-year period then registered annually. That certificate must be displayed on
premises.
These are the highlights. If you're considering registration, contact an inspector for guidance.
They are amazingly patient and answer every question. They will make suggestions on your initial
plans, do a pre-inspection as things are almost ready, inspect on extraction day, and take a
product sample and provide a written inspection report.

When in doubt, check it out
American Foulbrood Disease is here.

Julie-Anne Howe's AFB hive being destroyed to stop the spread of the disease.
By Louise Yates
Club member Jason Istead played the role of bee detective this spring when he helped a
neighbour identify American Foulbrood Disease (AFB) in his hive. The infected hive didn't show
the typical symptoms of light to dark brown larvae lying flat in the bottom side of the cell or dark
brown or black scale. It didn't stink, and it even passed the ropiness test.
Jason said, “There wasn’t a lot of brood. I found a strange looking capping and I just remembered
Geoff Wilson saying look for anything out of place or strange looking.” His neighbour has been
trying to keep bees for three years but constantly lost his hives over the winter. Each spring, they
would replace bees. But unfortunately, infected equipment is the best way to spread AFB. And
infected bees spread it to neighbouring bees. The only cure is to burn the entire hive including the
bees.
It's a good thing that Jason was persistent. He knew something was off, and asked several
veteran beekeepers, and they all said it was “probably just winter die off”. He checked with
Andrew Hamilton and Geoff Wilson. the provincial apiculturist, and they both recommended
testing.

Jason said, “The test came back and it was AFB! So now because he is so close. I have to keep a
very close eye on mine! And, moral of the story is: when in doubt, check it out!!”
And unfortunately, even when you do things right – by the book - things can still go so wrong.
Club member Julie-Anne Howe bought inspected hives last year at a dispersal sale. That hive
struggled all year and only produced about a half a super of honey. It. too, didn't stink, and passed
the ropiness test. She also checked with experienced beekeepers, who suggested that the hive
likely had a poor queen. But when Julie-Anne was doing a post mortem and trying to figure out
cause of death on the dead colony this spring, she remembered Yens saying to watch for
unhatched brood. She too sent a sample off for testing. Once the frame was wrapped and
warmed in her car, the stench became apparent. Julie-Anne shipped her frame to the Provincial
apiculture office on May 17th and received an AFB confirmation on May 22nd.
The only solution to AFB in those hives is fire – to burn the hives and bees to destroy the AFB
spores.
And, the moral of the story is: American Foulbrood is prevalent in our area. It's essential that all
beekeepers – regardless of if they have one or 1000 hives - understand what healthy and
unhealthy frames and bees look like, know how to do complete inspections, treat to prevent AFB,
and be able to diagnose disease and dead-outs. Any uncertainty must be investigated further. If
something doesn't look normal – strange cappings, unmatched brood – don't assume it's winter
die-off or a weak queen. If it is AFB, the hive must be burned to stop the spread of disease.
If you suspect AFB, contact the provincial apiculture department and send in a sample. To ship
frames, Julie-Anne says that “a couple frames fit well in a diaper box. Wrap them in newspaper
and then a garbage bag. Empty distilled water or rinsed milk jugs work well for packing material.”
Materials can be sent to:
Geoff Wilson
Provincial Specialist (Apiculture)
Prince Albert Office, Ministry of Agriculture
Box 3003, Prince Albert, SK, Canada, S6V 6G1
Physical Address
Room 141, L.F. McIntosh Building, 800 Central Avenue,
Phone (306) 980-6198
Fax (306) 953-2440
Email Geoff.Wilson@gov.sk.ca

Test your disease knowledge
One of these frames has American Foulbrood Disease, the other does not.
Can you spot the difference?

To find the answer, check out our two new online tools that demonstrate a
normal healthy and diseased hives. Use these tools as a reference when
inspecting your hive. They're on Facebook and soon to be added to our Club's
web site.
Your First hive Inspection: Looking for Normal
Honey Bee Diseases and Pests

Financial Update
By Yens Pedersen
In March, the membership was notified that fraud had been committed by Mimi
Mouthaan, the past treasurer of the club. At the Annual General Meeting, the
membership passed two resolutions:
1. that Yens Pedersen would conduct a comprehensive review and
2. that financial statements for the fiscal year ending January 31, 2017, and,
if necessary, for the fiscal year ending January 31, 2016, would be
circulated by electronic correspondence for member approval.

After thoroughly investigating the past two years’ financial records, Yens
determined that there was $8,602.14 missing. Mimi has repaid the club all of
that money. The board is presently having the financial records reviewed by an
accountant who is not on the board, but who is a Club member. The records will
also be reviewed by a Club member who has forensic auditing experience. As a
result of this experience, the board has instituted a number of new policies to
protect the Club’s funds.

Extractor Rental Program
In order to make the extractor rental easier for everyone, we will be using online
booking for the second year.
Simply click on this link and you will see what days are available and be able to
create a calendar entry for your own rental. While the calendar is not private,
only people with that exact link can view it.
Reservations that are cancelled less than 48 hours beforehand will be charged
a late fee of $50.
The extractor will be located at 2812 Fleury Street, Regina. Doreen Bradshaw
will manage the rentals (Thanks Doreen!). Pickup and drop off times need to be
coordinated with Doreen by contacting her at 306-539-5719 (i.e. just because
you have reserved the extractor for a particular date and time, doesn't mean
she is available!)
A huge thanks to Doreen for looking after this. Our Club depends entirely on
the contributions of volunteers. We have been told that we have the best bee
club in Canada and if that is true, it's because of the extraordinary commitment
of our members who volunteer their time, effort and knowledge.

Did you know...
.... that leaving wet honey supers out for bees to clean is illegal?
You've likely seen on the internet that once you've extracted honey, you should leave the supers
out for the bees to clean off. PLEASE DON'T. The best way to spread disease between your own
hives and your neighbours' hives is through robbing. Leaving any comb out – old brood comb or
honey supers – attracts all bees - yours and everyone else's – into a feeding frenzy, and in

addition to making bees aggressive (and who wants aggressive bees), that is how diseases such
as American Foulbrood Disease spread. Instead, when the honey flow is still on, place wet honey
supers back onto the hives for a refill. At season's end, simply stack them on a drip pallet or
cardboard so they'll be ready to use next year. The same applies to dead-outs. Don't just leave
them out. Secure them in a bee-free location.

.... that the bulk shipping program can be really expensive?
If you don't pick up your bulk shipping order on the scheduled date, you are charged a $50
inconvenience fee. Save money by only ordering if you or a friend are able to pick your stuff up on
the scheduled delivery date. The next bulk shipping date is July 20th. If you have questions about
the program, contact Janine 306-527-6736.

.... that the Club offers a bulk honey container program?
Similar to the bulk shipping program, we co-ordinate a group order with Dominion Grimm. They
ship all of our jars on pallets to Hamilton Apiaries for pick-up by members. We're putting the final
touches on this summer's program and will make details available once finalized. If you have
questions about the program, contact Lawrence Laxdal at LawrenceLaxdal@gmail.com.

The University of Regina Intermediate Beekeeping Course

Julie-Anne and her son Matthew learning the art of queen grafting from Robert
Hamilton.
By Julie-Anne Howe
I had the pleasure to take the University of Regina’s Centre for Continuing
Education Intermediate Beekeeping Course this spring. The class was taught
by Regina Bee Club Members Yens Pedersen and Andrew Hamilton. The best
resources for the course are Beekeeping in Western Canada published by
Alberta Agriculture available as a free download and Canada’s Honey Bee
Diseases and Pests published by the Canadian Association of Professional
Apiarists available here http://www.capabees.com/capa-honey-bee-diseasesand-pests-3rd-edition/. Additionally, the Alberta Agriculture’s Bee Health App,
available to all smart phone users, is a useful tool.
The class was designed for individuals with a few years of beekeeping
experience under their belts. The course was comprehensive, with an exam to
start to gauge the students' levels of experience and a final to end the course.
Major focuses were on disease management, troubleshooting, spring
beekeeping tasks, splitting hives, queen rearing and legal requirements of
beekeeping. A huge bonus to the course were the two field days at Hamilton
Apiaries. The first field day focused on spring beekeeping tasks including hive
treatments, cleaning up and managing weak colonies. The second field day in
June focused on making splits and grafting queen cells. The opportunity for this
level of hands-on learning local to Regina is extremely useful.
Troubleshooting and diagnosis of dead outs was a key theme early in the
course. The disease diagnosis segment was completed with a visit from the
Provincial Apiary Specialist, Geoff Wilson, who brought along some frames of
American Foulbrood Disease. Seeing what a diseased frame of brood looks like
in real life is invaluable. Geoff also provided an update on the newest treatment
regimens for Varroa control and the requirements for a veterinary-client
relationship for prescription of antibiotics in beekeeping. It's important to have a
prescription of antibiotics for both the spring and fall treatments of American
Foulbrood Disease.
The information on rearing splits, how bee biology comes into play for
maturation of queens, drones and mating season are extremely helpful for a
beekeeper looking to raise their own queens, and raise nucs or splits. Learning
to time queen rearing with the sexual maturation of drones and likelihood of
optimal mating weather conditions to maximize the chances of mating success
is a complicated component of beekeeping.

Yens provided a comprehensive review of The Apiaries Act of Saskatchewan,
Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), and Saskatchewan Health Authority
food safety and insurance requirements for beekeeping. It was noteworthy to
learn that if a beekeeper is selling any amount of honey out of their home, their
home insurance likely will NOT cover liability of the bees as they are operating
a business. If you give away or consume all your honey, your homeowner
package should cover your liability requirements. It is always prudent to check
your personal home or business insurance policy that you are properly insured.
All in all, the course covered numerous topics and was of high caliber.
Compared to the time, travel and financial costs of the Intermediate
Beekeeping and Queen Rearing Courses offered by the Saskatchewan Bee
Development Commission near Prince Albert annually, the U of R Intermediate
course is an extremely cost-effective way to get excellent content to help
hobbyist and aspiring beekeepers further develop their beekeeping skills and
knowledge. A big thanks to Yens and Andrew for all the time put into creating
and delivering the course.

Spring Photo Album
Spring is our Club's busiest season. Here are a few photos of what we've been
up to.

Intro Course @Hamilton
Apiaries
April 21
We had a great turn-out for this
event. Louise Yates, Andrew
Hamilton and Geoff Wilson
presented the basics of beekeeping
to a keen crowd.

University of Regina
Intermediate Beekeeping
Mondays - April 23-June 18th
(excluding May 21st)

Andrew Hamilton and Yens
Pedersen co-taught this weekly
class. Geoff Wilson made a guest
appearance to discuss American
Foulbrood Disease, bringing actual
frames to see and smell. Andrew's
father Robert helped teach the class
queen grafting.

Regina Beginner Beekeeper
Course
May 12 & 13
Saskatchewan Beekeepers
Development Commission once
again brought their expertise to St.
Joseph's Honey where newbies
learned all the beginner basics.

Cathedral Village Arts Festival
Mead Making & BBQ
May 26
The Club once again set up a booth
at the festival. As usual, the live bees
were a hit and we answered lots of
questions about bees and honey.

Regina Field Day:
Mead Making & BBQ
June 9th
Yens Pedersen opened his home to
a small crowd of mead making

enthusiasts. The event featured
demonstrations at two stages and a
wonderful lunch prepared by Yens.

Did you know that you may have to collect taxes
on honey gift baskets?

According to CRA Rule 164, when all or substantially all (e.g., 90% or more) of
the value of the supply of a gift basket is zero-rated, the tax status of the supply
is zero-rated. Conversely, when the value of the component parts, each of
which is taxable, exceeds 10% of the total value of the supply, the supply is
taxable. For example, if the value of the taxable goods in the gift basket
(including the value of the decorative basket itself) exceeds 10% of the value of
the total supply, the supply is taxable. Decorative baskets used in creating gift
baskets are not considered to be usual coverings or containers for purposes of
section 137 of the Act.
TRANSLATION: if honey is valued at 90 percent of the selling price, it's
non-taxable. If honey is valued at less than 90 percent of the selling price,
the whole basket becomes taxable. Ask your accountant for details.

Preparing for Fall
If it's your first season, check out the club's 2017 summer newsletter edition for great
tips and watch Reigna Bee TV's Wrapping Honeybees for a Saskatchewan Winter
Interested in trying Oxalic Acid Mite treatment before wrapping up?
Here's the label.

Regina and District Bee Club
As a collective for beekeepers, the Regina and District Bee Club enables members to buy
high-quality locally reared bees and queens. The Club educates members and the public
about beekeeping, promotes products of the hive, and promotes the beekeeping industry.
Through the Club, members learn how to manage their bees responsibly so they are
healthy, to co-exist with neighbours respectfully and peacefully, and produce safe, highquality honey. Club members are a community resource to:
educate children about bees and other pollinating insects,
attend public community events such as Regina Symphony Orchestra's Symphony
under the Sky and Canadian Western Agribition,
promote and sell honey, wax and other products from the hive, and
develop relationships with other Saskatchewan agricultural producers.
The Club shares best practice knowledge through events, the web site, and Facebook
page. New beekeepers are able to connect, network and learn from experienced local
beekeepers, provincial regulators and the Newbee/Mentor Program. Member services
include the Bee Nuc Order Program, Bulk Club Shipping Program (from Beemaid in
Tisdale), the Honey Extractor Rental Program, the Drawn Comb Program and Apivar Strip
Sales Program. Details about all programs and services are available on the Club web site.

Back Issues of the Queen City Buzzzzzz
are available the Club's web site
Renew Your Bee Club Membership Now
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